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Burglary Strikes At Chemistry La

eb

Suffolk County and University Police Join Forces to Solve $30,000 Robb iery
BY PETER GRATTON
Statesman Editor

The Graduate Chemistry
building, found in the center of the
academic mall, was the sight of
burglary that early police estimates
place at a cost of $30,000. Police
remain uncertain as to whether the
robberies, reported during two
different phone calls, occurred at
the same time yesterday morning,
or were two separate incidences.
At 7:30 am, the University
Police received a call reporting a
burglary. Officers responding to
the scene found signs of forced
entry in a 4th floor lab. In addition,
a computer workstation, a digital
camera, software, and two storage
devices were taken.
Lab
employees estimated the damage at
$18,000.
Later in the morning, around
noon, police received another call,
reporting that ' another two
computers, Pentium and Alpha
brands, worth approximately
$8,000, were missing from a
separate room in the facility. While
there was no sign of forced entry
in this part of the lab, University

police are speculating that both
incidents happened at the same
time.
"It's an active investigation,
and we're [looking into] both
crimes together," said Doug Little,
assistant director of public safety.
The University police will be
conducting their investigation
along with detectives from Suffolk
County police. In addition to the
missing computers and software,
police from both departments will
be looking into whether a report,
received at approximately the same
time as the missing personal
computers, of broken glass on the
6th floor of the Graduate Chemistry
building has any involvement with
the thefts. The broken glass was
estimated at a loss of $200.
Anyone with knowledge of the
burglaries
to call Campus
Crimestoppers at 2-TIPS (6328477). Crimestoppers is offering
up to a $1,000 reward for any
information leading to an arrest and
conviction in this case.
"The people [at the lab] who
have been victimized in this have
been put in bad spot,'" Little said,
"We want to catch these people." O

The doors in the Graduate Chemistry Building remained closed last night due to a
police investigation of thefts that occurred yesterday morning.

Former NASA Official To Head Marine Researn :h
BY RAYA EID
Statesman Editor

Stony Brook's Marine
Science Research Center has
recently named Dr. Marvin
Geller its new dean and
director.
Dr. Geller, a
meteorologist, was previously
the head of the University's
Institute for Terrestrial and
Planetary Atmospheres and
now succeeds MSRC Dean and

Director J. Kirk Cochran who
is returning to full-time teaching
and research.
The MRSC is one of the
nation's top 10 oceanographic
research institutions and is said
to be; the country's premier
coastal research institution. .
Primary research at the MSRC
and its institutes focuses on
global
and
regional
environmental issues. As the
director of the center, Dr. Geller
will lead a staff of over 50
scientists- who will- be
conducting
research
in
biological, physical, chemical,
geological, oceanographical and
atmospheric sciences.
In
addition,' the center also
prepares 125 graduate students
and 35 undergraduates for
careers in marine sciences and
related fields.
According to Dr.Geller,
plans for the center include
"rebuilding and hiring faculty,"

Courtesy Univerisity News

Dr. Marvin Geller

beginning an undergraduate
program in environmental
studies, and research of regional
problems. He emphasized the
significance of the Center's
undergraduate and graduate
educational mission. He said he
wants the MSRC "to continue

and improve upon its excellence
in both global scale atmospheric
and oceanic research, and its
research into important regional
problems that affect Long Island
and the coastal areas of New
York."
Before his arrival at Stony
Brook eight and a half years
ago, Dr. Geller was the chief
of the Laboratory for
Atmospheres at the National
Airannii
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Administration's (NASA)
Goddard Space Flight Center

where he supervised 350
scientists and other staff.
A
native
of
Massachusetts, Dr. Geller
received his doctorate in
meteorology
from
the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Geller also held
faculty positions at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
and the University of Miami's
Rosentiel School of Marine and

Dr. Geller currently serves
on the Board of Atmospheric
Sciences and Climate. He is
also co-chair of the project,
Stratospheric Processes and their
Role in Climate, of the World
Climate Research Program. In
the past he has published
approximately 70 articles in
scientificjournals, has chaired the
National Research Council
Committee on Solar-Terrestrial
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joined NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center.

of the American Meteorological
Society since 1984.0Q9
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New Director of Giving Named
*~~~~~~~~~

Ted Klubinski, a Stony
Brook alumnus with a vast
experience in fundraising, has
been recently named Director of
Annual Giving at Stony Brook.
The responsibilites of being
the Director of Annual Giving
include' overseeing the mail and
telephone solicitation of alumni,
parents, and friends for Stony
Brook's annual fundraising
campaign. Klubinski will be
reporting to Patricia R. Ondrick,
Associate Vice President for
University Advancement.

Mr. Klubinski graduated
Stony Brook with a Bachelor of
Arts degree in English literature
and art history. Before he joined
the University Advancement
staff at Stony Brook, Klubinski
attended The University of
Southern California, where he
was pursuing a Master of Arts
degree in Communication
Management
from
the
Annenberg
School
for
Communication. Klubinski
later served as Director of
Annual Giving at USC, where

go
b
0)

he lead university wide, annual
giving programs for 23 schools c
and departments as well. ca
Klubinski was also Director of
3:0
Annual Giving at the 0s
G.
University of Southern
California
School
of 5$la
Medicine, and the American
2
Cancer Society in Los
Angeles. In addition, he was
a Development Associate at 4
The Imada-Schulte Group in PN
Los Angeles and the New York t-^
Association for the Blind in
New York City. O
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INTERESTED IN EMPLOYMENTIN
GOVERNMENT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS, OR THE

Good Mornm Commuters!

NON-PROFIT SECTOR?.:

The Political Science Department is now
Accepting Applications for Fall 1998 for the

MASTER'S DEGREE (M.A.)
IN POLITICAL SCIENCE WITH

Join The Office of Commuter student affairs
for a new series of programs titled
Good Mornin' Commuters.

-CONCENTRATION IN PUBLIC POLICY

Ist Thursday of the Month
Drop by anytime during the hours of 8:0Q am and 9:30 am

* 30 credit Master's program,
completed in one year of Full Time study,
or Part Time as student's'schedule permits

144 Student Activities Center
Commuter Commons

*BA/MAinS'Yearsf curnt ;
:Stony rook undergraduates_

*

-.

..

....

FREE Giveaways and FREE Breakfast.

*

... .,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'..

-*Study in one of the nation's leading Political Science
Departments &:gain experience through'aninternship,

Mix and mingle with various departments
and relax with your fellow commuter students
in an informal environment!
On February 5 meet with representatives from,
The School of Health Technology and Management
and Financial Aid office

Additional credential &training forLaw School00
or advanced Graduate Study:
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~:
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..
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....

APPLICATION ORFURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

LindaPfeiffer,:Corator of Graduate Programs

For more information call 632tr7353

;- Desrtment ofPolitical Siece
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-Snow Tubing
SwimmingArcade/Game Room
Tennis

For an extra $15.00, you can enjoy the: activity of.
- '
PAINT GUN'WARS..

.I.
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All this, plus three meals a day with
room and board for three days' and two nights. -The price for this wonder weekends reasonable
$180.00. And if that is not enough, a free -party thrown by
Polity and A.V. will happen one ofthose'fantastic nights.

is looking for highly motivated students
that want to be involved in
C~~bcerfs
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Skiing/HorsebackRiding
Ice Skating
Sauna/Steam Room
Indoor Basketball
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Wonderful get away in the breath taking mountains
of the Catskills. Enjoy yourself by occupying
your time with fun winter activities. If you are not
the outdoor type, there are great indoor activities.

Who Do YOU Want To See ?
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.

WINTER GET AWAYIN THE CATSKILLS

Do You Want To See PuffY ?
DoYouWantToSeeBUjUju
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- For those interested come down to

-SAB's General BodY Meetins

a

Wednesdays 6 8PmUnion rm. 237
i
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.

You can buy tickets in-the ticket officein the Student Union.
..Ifyou wantto go paint warringyoL pay the $15.00 at the hotel.:.'
--.: -The name of the hotel .is the-CATSKILLSPINE OTELS -
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University Looks To Alleviate

-:HousmingCrid)1S

Administration Recommends Off-Campus Housing and Modular:Buildings As Solut ions
launched a long-term enrollment
projection plan, 'in which they
proposed to increase undergraduate
This past fall, the Division of enrollment by 3,000 students over the
Campus Residences faced an next four or five years. The increase
unprojected crisis in accommodating was supposed to begin in the Fall of,
1,000 .additional undergraduate 1998. They miscalculated. "What we
students eagerly awaiting on-campus didn't expect was a 600 student
housing. Over 300.of those students increase in the Fall of 1997," said Dan
were forced into temporary housing Melucci, Associate Vice President for
facilities. 600 remained on a waiting Strategy, Plan & Analysis.
list with nearly. a 50% split between
"Many students complain that, 'oh
male and female.
if the University built more housing
This spring, the waiting l.ist earlier-.-. . that's true, but hindsight is
dropped from 600 to 67 students, all always 20/20," said Vice President.for
of whom are male students. Student Affair Fred Preston.
Currently, the only vacancies
University President Shirley
available are for 100 females. Strum ' Kenny has ordered a broadHowever, according to Assistant based committee to assemble and
Director for Housing Administration.. advise her on :strategies in dealing
Alan deVries, the problem is only with the problem.- The committee is
going; to get worse. "'If enrollment composed of key- administrators,
continues too grow the way the including a representative- from the
University is projecting it will, then Interfaith
Center,
a student
housing will continue to be tight," he representative from Residence Hall
said.
Association (RHA), the Polity
DeVries also. said that any moves president, membes of the Graduate
to reopen dorms in Tabler -Quad, Student Organization and others.
currently, undergoing renovation, are
Melucci. who was appointed
not an option- at this point.s "The chairman of the committee, said that
contractors are getting ready to begin they have three objectives. First, they
the renovations, and work has already are exploring the p0ossiblility of a fastbeen done.to.-abate the asbestos; it's track, temporary housing construction
just not possible," DeVries said.
project that' would build more
DeVries . pointed out that
dormitory space. '-"Whatmmakes it:'
.consideration may,... be made for fast-trac k is that it's modular. So it's
students : : -with' . exte n-uating
actually. constructed
:,indoors. 'They
circumrstances.:. "I hate. to compromise will bring in 30-40 pieces to campus'
the.e waiting list, but fI .think that it. and assemble it," Melucci said.
depends on individual circumstances,
Melucci added that the advantage is
I would 'never say never,"; DeVries speed and quality control. "It's done
said.
in -a very controlled way and almost
DeVries. pointed out that waiting like a production line and you.don't
lists for student housing have been a have to worry-about weather."
rarity in. recent years.
The project, if implemented would
"This is the first time in 15 years cost nearly six million dollars, house
that-there is a'waiting list; when we a 200-bed facility and would "be
saw the numbers in June, we said, 'it's
completed in span of three months.
just not possible'," de Vries said.
The design-of the facility, according
Six months ago, the University to Melucci, would resemble-" the
BY-BEN VARGHESE
Statesman Editor

I

Vice President of Student Affairs Fred- Preston, above, remains certain that modular
housing will be constructed.

dormitories at Muhlenberg College in
Pennsylvania, a design-'unlike the
housing facilities on-campus.. 0
-"We're looking into a design that
- ;II
·
i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--;--would probably house two rooms to a
bathroom or three to: a bathroom, but
we're not sure," he said.
iI
The location of the facility is yet
to be decided, but Melucci pointed out
that they have "three' potential sites- on
the map." According to Vice President
for :Administration, Richard M'a'nn
some proposed sites are off of
Engineering Drive, West of Roosevelt'
Quad, near Schomburg Apartments or
near the tennis courts, riorthwest of
"H" quad. The location, according t
Melucci, must takke into account such
factors as available parking and
proximity to sewage lines."'.
The second objective, according- to Melucci, is to encourage off-campus
housing. "We will work with 'off-campus
housing to develop a strategy for doubling'
the number of off-campus housing listings
as well as establish services that will help
match students'' who can't get -into
I
dormitories, up with appropriate offThe Student Activities" Board held its first' jam for the Spring: . 98 semester on
campus housing," he said.
Friday January-30th. Hottest'Jami ( 98", sponsored by Student Polity Association, tookMelucci also '-mentioned - the
place in the Stony Brook Union Ballroom with music by Inferno Soundstation, featuring
possibility
of hiring a builder, who has
DJ Benji andAndrew. Although the-'doorsopened. at 1Opm, students didn't begin to get
secured financing, and is willing to
their groove on until approximately midnight. Although S.A.B. members were hoping
construct community housing for stuits.;
for a turnout of 600 people, the eventual crowd of 300 who joined in Friday's festivies
"We would be looking
scmione.Ai'
eor
was enough for the board to consider the event a success.
was
interested
in
building
a
goodbsze
.
i
i
i

semester Kirk-Off Party
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student housing-facility, geared toward
student needs," he said. Melucci added
that they would try and run buses back
and forth if possible.
The third objective, according to
Melucci, would be to try and maximize
the availability of rooms based on priority
in room'selection. Melucci said they are
'looking -into guaranteeing housing to
under-classmen and "weeding out"
juniors. and seniors. "As an academic
consideration, all. the people that have .
'been in student. affairs tell me it's better e
for underclassmen to be in the residence =o
halls and the upperclassmen are better w
able to fend f.ori themiselves in the
c'ommunity'ifthey have t6," he said. "
"Ideally what we're striving for is cc
that everybody that wants to live in the
dorms.can get a space,. but to be practical, - ».
??
that's probably not going to happen."
.Although the plans are in the
discussing stages and nothing has been
recommended to the president as of yet,
Preston, who will have-a'say in the final CL
decision, said, "it is very clear that more
housing will be built."" :
._
As for Fall 1998, however Mann said 3
that the most. likely mode of action will 0D
be aadvanced0.measures to pursue offES
campus housing.
:"Theclock is ticking and we have to
,

cs t

b

CDI

close on an 4alternative' soon,"?' Preston

said. "BUte..definitely have to weigh
carefully the
:pros and'cons." O
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Lack of·arkingd
To the Editor.

We are writing to you to express
our concern of commuter parking. The
commuter students seem to lack priority
within the administration. Commuters
are always last to be considered.
One of the main concerns is the
transportation to and from the parking
facilities . USBI bus system is too
irregular to ensure when the bus arrives
or how long the ride will take. The mostX

obvious solution is to increase the size
of the USB bus fleet.
Another concern
that the
commuters have is the maintenance and
upkeep of the lots.; The South P lot --is
in horrible condition. -Thelot has been
in need of repair for many years. USB
neglects the .needs 'of the commute.r
students. South P lot needs to have a
security guard. This' person would be
responsible for theprotection of our cars
and security of the lot.
One solution to all of these problems
is more parking lots. There is much
vacant area that could easily be turned
into parking facilities.
Also, USB needs a parking garage.
-This garage. would accommodate
commuter traffic. This garage should be

Problem for Cotel

close to the campus so that the students
are able to walk. To afford this garage,
students who do wish to park there will
have to pay a fee.
We feel that these requests from
commuters could be easily fulfilled. This
would make out time at stony Brook
much more satisfying and less stressful.
Teachers don't want us to' be late for

"We need not resolve the difficult
question of when :life begins. When those
trained in the respective disciplines of
medicine, philosophy and; theology are
unable to arrive at any consensus, the
judiciary, at this point in the development
of man's knowledge, is not-in a position
to speculate as to the answer.":

~

*

~
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With the ludicrous assertion that a

question of.biology, the: science of life,
oo was even partly a matter of philosophy
t or theology, the Court sidestepped the

question and proceeded, in spite of its
, admitted (thoughifeigned) ignorance, as
X though prenatal lives did not exist. By
J this key lie among many, the Court
A, evaded acknowledging that -what-they
A were really striking down' was the
§ philosophical premise of our nation0 that human rights. are intrinsic with
human lives. They'turned back the clock
- to when human rights were granted or
E denied by the powerful based on criteria
m of their choice, and gave us a nation
based on might makes right, -the
philosophy of all oppression. The
a mindless resistance to banning partial.fi birth abortion, a' barbaric and medically
, unnecessary abortion ritual, highlights
§ this fanatical devotion to power and
d control instead of. truth and justice..:
s

Abortion rites- advocates claim weehave

class, but when there are no available
parking spaces it makes it difficult to be
prompt. Therefore, more parking is a
must!
Sincerely,
Lou Puleo
Kara Danler
Amihai Ulman

Parking is. Too Far From Campus
To the Editor:

:Myself and my associate would like
to address a problem with which I'm sure
you are quite familiar in your column,
but which is nonetheless important
enough to address again - parking for
commuter students.and the distance
between commuter lots like the South P
lot and the main campus.
As I'm sure you know, life is difficult
enough for commuter students not
having the easy accessibility to all the
assets of the main campus that residents
have due to the fact that we don't live
there. As an added difficulty, simply
to get to the campus requires, for most,
an extensive' commute and the difficulties

Abortion Has Nothing to Do With Biology
In 1973, Justice '-Harry Blackmun
wrote in Roe v. Wade:

TS

a conflict between core values of life and
choice. But it is really a conflict that
between the philosophy that protects our
freedoms and the philosophy that
destroys'freedom. It is a conflict between
a world view that sees us as spiritual
beings made in the image and likeness
of God. - who alone endows us with
inalienable rights - and a meat manager
mentality that sees us as cattle. It is a
conflict between obedience to a universal
law and idolatrous worship of the human
intellect,
complete with human
sacrifices, as competent to -selectively
choose criteria for the exclusion and
destruction of others.- It is a conflict
between people whose consciences still
function and people who'have aborted
theirs.
Every Supreme Court vacancy causes
pa nic over keeping a majority that wil-l:support Roe v. Wade, a pathetic spectacled
that recalls the effort to maintain a
balance of slave and free states in the
Senate. When will we admit that this act
of judicial tyrannydevoid of truth
justice, knowledge, reason and principle
- cannot .stand, just as the house
divided against itself over slavery could not
stand?
Real Americans will never accept Roe v.
Wade. We want our country back.

Sincerely,

Alfred Lemmo

don't end there. Once on campus, after
parking in one of the commuter lots, the
student must wait for extended periods
for the often late buses and many times
be late to' class. The-se buses are
necessary because of the large distances
between said lots and the main campus.
The only lot available to commuters close
to the campus is the one near the gym,
which is tragically small and results in
overcrowding.
Admittedly, the commuters are a
small faction in Stony Brook that are
only recently being recognized as an
autonomous group that can wield some
sort of political influence. For this reason
many of our concerns are left to rot or
pacified by, for instance, aworthless
commuter lounge in the SAC that doesni't
really help anyone. The only hope is that
the Commuter Student Association can
somehow rally-enough support for our
voices to be heard.
Mike Moore
Mike Rooney
[Editor's Note: According to statistics
provided by the University, commuting
students make up approximatly 50% of the
campus population.]
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Enfrig'
Yet again, the bureaucrats
have struck. Administration
has begun to enforce their
smoking laws on all Stony
Brook venues, both inside and
out. Before, only outdoor
events and The Spot were
spared these laws. Now even
these places are being targeted
by Administration.
This seems like another
lame
attempt
by
Administration and President
Shirley Strum Kenny to enact
a feel-good law for the benefit
of their public appearance.
And while it may look good for
the school, it hurts business
for an important part of
campus, The Spot. This
graduate hang out has been
cited as one of the best clubs
on Long Island for up and
coming bands and is a favorite
for students. One of the major
attractions of-this club is the
lax attitude toward the
smoking rules. With the recent
enforcement of this rule, much
of the Spot's business will now
have to look elsewhere for a

Smoking

Ban

place to smoke.
Is there a point to this
sudden
enforcement?
Granted, Kenny could use a
public relations boost after
her disastrous attempt to
leave Stony Brook for the
University of Texas at
Austin. She's making herself
look good to the alumni and
media, yes. She's also
putting her students at a
greater risk.
Many of the students
who frequent The Spot can
also drive to other places on
the island. They choose the
local- hang-out over other
clubs on Long Island
because of its proximity to
campus. Without The Spot,
students will be relegated to
their dorm rooms to party or
into their cars to drive to other
bars and clubs scattered
around the county. Without
The Spot, the drunk driving
rate at Stony Brook is
destined to climb drastically.
And' all the PR in the world
won't be able to save Kenny

Hurts

All

once that happens.
Besides The Spot, outdoor
events are also now smoke free.
So to all those who feel like
lighting up after a winning (or in
our case losing) football game,
sorry. What's the point of this?
We can't honestly come up with
one
without
laughing
hysterically. -It would be just as
easy for Administration to rope
off an area for smokers, probably
even easier 'than to have Public
Safety hunt down all the
individual offenders.
What's next? Will Public
Safety come to each individual
dorm room to stop smoking? Will
Kenny get the local 7-1.1 to stop
selling cigarettes?
It seems as-though Kenny's
PR Is more important than the
safety of her students. Enough
with the rules and regulations
on campus. Leave the smokers
alone once in awhile and let
them smoke at The Spot and at
outdoor functions. If they want
to kill themselves, so be it. Is it

really the Administration's
business?

Make The Press Answer to Polity
In its last issue of the Fall
semester, the Stony Brook
Press depicted USB Trustee
Candace de Russy on their
cover, her face pasted on the
body of a woman wearing
sexually suggestive clothing.
The Press, in a series of articles
throughout
the '. issue,
proceeded to mount a vicious
personal attack on Ms. de
Russy for her conservative
political beliefs. It appears the
Press, who operate under the
aegis of 1st Amendmentrights,
do not feel that Ms. de Russy
has a similar right to espouse
conservative views. Freedom of
speech and of the press, when
it does not curtail the freedom
of another, is- a core value: of
our society, and applies not
only to -liberals, but to
conservatives. The staff of the
Press would- do well to
remember that. Even more
alarmingly,
the
Press
constructed its attack of Ms. de
Russy in a sexual fashion. It
seems that the Press finds it
especially unacceptable for a
woman to espouse the values
of her choosing, and that when
she does, she must be
reminded that she is little more
than a sexual object. This sort

of misogyny, coming from
those who would have us
believe they are enlightened
and politically correct, is
horrendous.
Equally horrendous is thee
fact that after Mrs. de Russy
had the unfathomable gall to
complain' about her sexist,
unfair treatment, the Press
devoted nearly the whole of
its first Spring issue to
bashing her yet again. Does
the Press have nothing better
to report? Did nothing else of
importance occur on the
campus or in the world?
Must we, the students, pay
our Student Activity Fee to
fund an editor's personal,
partisan grudge against a
woman who' has placed
herself in- the service of our
university?
Where are our student:
leaders in all this? When the
Press published a Top 10 list
defaming rapper Tupac
Shakur days after his death,
the Polity Executive Council
was outraged. The staff of the
Press were branded as racists
and were called before the
Polity Senate to answer for
their gross irresponsibility
.as journalists. Since the

Press is '-;a Polity funded
organization, the students are
those who can be held financially
liable for any litigation the Press
incurs. That means less of our
Student Activity Fee comes back
to us in the form of campus
programs. Moreover, as our
student leaders, the Polity
Executive Council and Senate
havea
role
as
our
representatives, and therefore
are endowed with the power and
duty to address campus issues
at large.
Precedent dictates that
President Monique Maylor must
intervene in this issue, as does
the definition of her position and I4)m
the Press's affiliation with Polity.
Since we are answerable for the sTo
Press's indiscretions, they must
be answerable to us, via our
student government. I call upon I
President Maylor to demand that
the staff of the Press appear 0before the Polity Senate at their
next meeting. If not, she is in or
aET
Su
dereliction of her presidential 00
duties and plainly does not feel
that Ms. de Russy has the same
protection from bigotry and
^0
slander as Mr. Shakur.
3

Michael Tschupp
Director of Media Relations
Stony Brook College Republicans
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Lectures

Film

Special Events
Thursday, February 5
Through Saturday, February 7
SUNY Wide Senate Meeting
Various hours, Student Activities Center and at
Danford's Inn. Port Jefferson. Winter plenary
meeting of the SUNY-wide Faculty Senate attended
by senators, steering committee chairs, campus
governance leaders and others. Feburary 5 from 4:40
pm to 9:30 pm at Danford's. Feburary 6 from 8:30
am to 10 pm at Stony Brook and Feburary 7 from
8:30 am to Noon at Stony Brook. For information
call 516-632-6320

Art
Friday, January 23
Through Friday, February 5
Student Sculpture Show
Stony Brook Union Art Gallery, Second Floor, Stony
Brook Union, State University of New York at Stony
Brook. Work by Thomas Lendvai and Michael Bicknell.
Gallery hours are noon to 4 pm, Monday through Friday
or by appointment. For information call 516-632-6822

Thursday, February 5
The Brittle-Ductile TransitionAnd Fluid Transport
in Crystal Rocks
4 pm, Room 1234, Earth & Space Sciences
Building's. Department of geosciences continues its
1998 Colloquium with a talk by Anthropology
professor David Bernstein. Free. For information
call 516-632-6265.

Music

.

-------

.

Friday, February 6
L.A. Confidential
9:30.pm, Main Stage, Staller Center for the Arts.
Starring Kevin Spacy, Kim Basinger and Kurt Russell, the
film is adapted from James Ellroy's top notch thriller, an
intricate tale of crime, corruption, lust and betrayal. Part
of the new Winter/Springlineup, you can get a $25 season
pass good for 20 films in the series or purchase an
individual ticket for $4, students, senior citizens and
children 12 and under, $3. For reservations and/or
information, call the Staller Center Box Office at 516-6327230.
Friday, February 12
"Rosewood"
8 pm, Main Stage, Staller Center for the Arts.
The Staller Center marks Black History Month with
this Jon Voight and Ving Rhames film based on a
true story in which a small black community in rural
1923 Florida was razed by a white mob incited by a
white woman's claim that she'd been beaten by a
black man. Part of the new Winter/Spring lineup.

Friday, February 6
Inaugural Alumni Concert, Alexa Still, Flute
8 pm, Recital Hall, Staller Center for the Arts.
With over a dozen CD's to her credit, New Zeland
born Alexa Still, a Stony Brook graduate, makes
her professional return to the Staller Center,
accompanied by Stony Brook alumna, pianist Lisa
Bergman.'Tickets $22. For information and/or
reservations, call the Staller Center Box Office at
516-632-7230.
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Make the World a Little Better"

It was a humble beginning for a man who, on December 8th, 1996, announced his $25 million donation of an
Asian American Center to Stony Brook, the largest private
donation in SUNY's history.
Charles B. Wang (pronounced Wong) was born in
China, the second of three sons. At the age of eight he and
his family were forced to flee war-torn Shanghai. Life in
America wasn't always easy. "I can still vividly remember,"
recalled Wang, "when we were unable to buy a house in
Queens because we were Chinese. Experiences like that
taught me first-hand how important it is to focus on all the
things that connect us rather than on those that divide us."
After graduating from college in 1976, Charles and
his friends founded ComputerAssociates International (CA),
a computer software company. They initially survived on his
personal credit card debt and trading its services for free rent.
Suffice it to say, Computer Associates became a
success. Today it is the second largest software company in
the world and the leading provider of software for business
computing. With that success, founder and CEO Wang built
an impressive headquarters in Islandia and made Long Island CA's home.
Wang believes that people are his most important
asset and supplies them with free breakfast each morning,
athletic fields, an indoor gym, free health and dental benefits, on-site child care with Montessori teachers, and so much
more that in i997 CA was named one of the 100 best companies to work for by Working Mother magazine.
he is known for his aggressiveness on
'Although
s
the basketball court and in the corporate boardroom, Charles
a' is wise enough to realize the long-term importance ofcoopc eration. An intensely private man, Wang has been a quiet
philanthropist and only recently stepped into the public view
' to model the importance of "giving something back to the

Ferguson. tFrom left to right:Avery Sandiford, Kevin Taylor, Wang, Uavid Silver, Ifeoluwa Ojutiku, Ferguson, ana Henry Joseph.
(Missing is ChammaliJoseph.)

That dream is that this Asian American Center will serve as. a it was such a big deal to receive 32 cents from my mother so
catalyst for a host of'cultural, academic, business and tech- I could buy lunch. The situation is very different for my chilnology initiatives. It will be an environment that fosters multi- dren, and I am glad for that. They have not, well at least not
so far, missed any lunches. Yet as a successful- entrepreneur,
cultural exchange and noteworthy conferences on East/West
topics, as well as a place for social expression - for art, there are some things I am powerless to give my children.
You see, the one gift that I would most like my children to
music, dance, and cuisine. It will make possible the exchange
of ideas about East/West approaches to medicine, science, have is in one sense, the reality sense, beyond my capacity to
endow. I want my children to have a full measure of the imbusiness, engineering and many other fields.
S community."
You know, I firmly-believe that programs always migrant experience. No experience has been more reward-Fortunately for this campus, Stony Brook is where
to
ing, more demanding, more educational, than that experij he chose to give something back. In a few short months with have a better chance of success when the participants have a ence.
the coming of spring, ground will be broken for construction greater understanding of one another's history and culture.
So while that direct experience is denied them, my
The- Center will also provide a forum where inforto begin. We have been given the unprecedented opportunity
children and your children will be able to participate in the
- to turn his generosity into a paradigm of international under- mal connections and friendships may.develop over meals, experiences of their parents on both sides of the Pacific,
i' standing and educational opportunities. The ball is now in beside computers, or in concerts, for instance-and those are through institutions like the Asian American Center at Stony
just a few of the things we hope to cover there. It will offer
§ our court.;
Brook. They will be able to learn what we learned, and hopeactivities that cement lessons and build relationships that last. fully use that learning to build bridges-between the Asian
| "Doubly Blessed"
for a lifetime.';:
andAmerican cultures. - ;
On 9December.-96J in armialceremony and dino
: Informationtechnology will play an important role
We have much to teach each other, and to learn
co ner hosted by N -C's
Tom Bok "atthe Garde
in making the Asian American Center the hub of an emergfrom each other. There is also a lot we can do to support one
U.S. Senator'.-Atphonse:ibD:'A"maato:N.Y.:Go-vernorGeorge ing virtual university. I want the Center t4obe a model of how another. There is, in the United States, a unique tradition, a
Pataki, andUSABPr~e
i i"n irleytm
Strum Kenny led thepub- -information technology can be applied in the service of edu- tradition of philanthropy on an unprecedented scale. Thouand..USB:Presiden.t-Shi'ley
s: Pataki,
| lic outpouring of thanks to Charles Wangfor his generosity. cation. The Center will empower what we call distance learn- sands of individual benefactors have transformed the educa- Here is Charles Wang's speech:
ing.and facilitate a true university without walls. Fiber optic tional and cultural landscape of this continent to better the
I am pleased and humbled to speak to you this networking technologies will enable the transmission of real- lives of millions of citizens. Many of the most generous phi<^ ~
J evening in support of the Asian American cultural Center at:- time video,' voice "and data at extraordinary speed's.
lanthropies were founded by immigrants.
' the State University of New York at Stony Brook.
It is with humility that I, in some small way, joinin
'.. v -Thbesetechnolog-ies villow professors..and stu2 - ' I do want to say a few words about how the Asian dents at Stony Brook and in Asia to conveniently interact this great tradition. A central lesson I have learned from my
- American Center at Stony Brook came about, and why Ibeeandfreely-'exchange ideas' in real-tirme,' redgardle's-s of'their parents, who are here tonight, is that mankind is well served
g lieve that this initiative is so important. This past summerI - .ph.iealjlocatipn y
i
JopgWayfto Shnga when everyone does what he or she can, to make the world a
I
. was invited to speak at Stony Brook by the Asian American hai to Stony Brook. But thanks to technology, the world we little bit better. I want to acknowledge my mother and father,
tForum. There I met Dr. Gary Mar, who asked me to helps ive-in today is getting smaller. Ad that is truly a very good ihotlike all imiigrants made a courageous journey to a
fund the conversion of a corridor. I mean an actual hallway thing for us. Because as we all get to know one another, as new land. I want to acknowledge my teachers, who will althat was not being used, and they wanted to convert this to we-get,tointeract' with different cultures and different coun- ways have my utmost respect, even if they did not always
get my complete attention.
be an Asian American Center. I said I was delighted to-help. tries, walls that divide us begin to crumble.
on
the
importance'of
an'example
I
also
want'toset
qjAnd today I have to report to you that this corridor is the
I also hope the Asian American cultural Center will
Hopeto
the
community.
back,
or
giving
something
repaying,
temporary home of the Asian American cultural Center.
showcase and help preserve the very rich, very proud Asian
> ^~But
that wasn't the end. Gary persisted, and in our cultures. I hope the Center will encourage an appreciation of fully for Long Island, this can be a catalyst for what the private sector can, and must, do.
' discussions planted the idea of a more ambitious cultural cen- personal heritage to the same degree that I value my own.
Ladies and gentlemen, I look at the work we are
ter. This was followed by numerous meetings with Gary,
- As a young immigrant from ChinaI never in my
My heart is filled with both humility and
undertake.
about
to
a Shirley, and members of the Asian Studies faculty, as well as wildest dreams thought I would be in a position to stand-bepride. As a Chinese American, I cherish the land of my birth. other Stony Brook participants, fore such a distinguished assembly, in support of this kind of
8
' gI also then worked very closely with another dear a project. Now it wasn't-that long ago, I can'still vividly re- And I cherish the country that gave me a home. I am indeed
4 friend, someone I consider to be one of the finest architects member, it was only, about 40 years ago when we moved to doubly blessed.
I look forward to working with all of you, to make
. in the country, P. H. Tuan, who is here tonight with us. P. H. this country and'wer'e unable to buy a house in Queens bethe Asian American cultural Center at Stony Brook a model
is responsible for the design ofthis facility that embodies the cause we were Chinese. Experiences like that taught me firstof the best that Asians and Americans, studying and working
best of the East and West in a very unique setting.
hand how important it is to focus on all the things that con- together, can create. Again I want to thank you for tonight
i
V
-Nowthis project will fulfill a dream of mine, a nect us -rather than on those-that divide us-.
-and thank you for yoursupport for this very important project.
dream that I'm certain is shared by many at Stony Brook.
I also remember in high school in Brooklyn, when
Thank you very much.

-
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A magnificent 100 foot tall glass
and steel "sculpture," a shimmering tower
of light rising above the Charles B. Wang
Asian American Center, is the new vista that
will greet arrivals to the campus at the start
of the new millennium. Swathed in a stainless steel, sunlight will make it sparkle by
day and sunset will set it aglow. Nightfall
will see its octagonal sides floodlit in an effusion of colors. For 24 hours each day the
Charles B. WangAsianAmerican Center will
present a stunning welcome to the University.
Charles Wang's desire is to have
the Asian American Center become an inte-gral part of University life. When first discussing the building he turned to those in
the room and said, "We're all Americans
here aren 'twe? I don't want my building to
be ghettoized. I want it to be a place where
Asian Americans can get help with problems
like communication skills. I want it to be a
placewhere non-Asians can learnsomething
about Asia just by being in the building. I
want it to be so exciting that everyone will
want to go there. "
For architect Pao-Hwa Tuan, designing the Wang Asian American Center
(AAC) has been a challenge of both love
and pride. A western trained architect (University of Michigan) of Chinese heritage, his
dream was to blend Eastern and Western
styles into a uniquely Asian American design. "When you walk into the cathedrals
of Europe your spirit is uplifted," he said,
"and that is how I want people to feel when
they come into this building."
As a surprise for P.H. Tuan, his son
was asked to speak about his father for the
oral history project on the building construction. Han-Hsien Tuan's full statement can
be read on the AAC website. -He describes
how "my father has toiled feverishly and meticulously to create the perfect message."
His son is right. Pao-Hwa Tuan
has taken Charles Wang's words to heart. If
the activities in the Charles -B. Wang Asian
American Center are only half as good as
P.H.'s architectural design, exciting will be
too mild a word to use. Here it is:
A tall perimeter wall will encircle
the complex and more than fifteen courtyard
gardens. "Generally with Western style
buildings you can get an idea of their interior by looking at their exterior," explains P.
H. "In traditional Asian architecture, from
the outside you have no idea what is inside."
Walled complexes are found throughoutAsia
and this building pays homage to those structures. Above the wall the tops of six stair
towers will give the appearance of'lanterns.'
There are three primary entrances
to the Wang AAC, two of which are a series
ofbrilliant sculptured red gates. These gates
are evocative of the gates encountered during the progression into ancient Asian buildings. The primary entrance will be opposite
the Administration Building and will cross
one of the two pools, the second will lead
into the Wang AAC theatre area from Loop
Road, and the third set will connect to the
Staller Center promenade. The performance
and gallery spaces of both buildings will
unite into a vibrant andcreative campus hub.
The WangAAC is divided east and
west by what is being called the 'quiet side'

,=
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atrium where light from the sculpture
above will pour down onto the cascading
streams of the Charles B. Wang Asian
American Center.
The Wang AAC is divided east
and west by what is being called the 'quiet
side' and the 'noisy side.' Its center is the
main atrium where light from the sculpture above will pour down onto the cascading streams of the fountain on the lower
level.
So far the noisy side contains the
day-to-day activities including computer
facilities for developing oral and written
communication skills, lounges, space for
student clubs, administrative functions,
and counseling staff, a reading room containing international newspapers andjournals, an oral history library, and a food pavilio n.' Proposals for the 'rest of the snace
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cilities to a wellness center.
The oral history library will provide for oral documentation and archives
of the Asian diaspora's to the Americas as
well as the lives of Asian Americans. For
a small glimpse of the family history
projects that students have begun, go to
'Libraries' on the webpage at http://
aac.msrc.sunysb.edu.
Best of all will be the food pavilion with its "saw-toothed edge design"
overlooking the main garden and offering
a cornucopia of Asian cuisine. Anyone
tasting an Indonesian rice table for the first
time will be in for an extraordinary experience! During warm weather guests will
be able to dine outdoors, and there is a private dining area with its own courtyard for
banquets and special events.
TUnh~Pln\iwn tn thelinnttitifatod

viewer, a central concept of the design is
flexibility. Disregarding the higher construction costs, the Wang AAC will be built
with 40 foot columnless spans. The fluidity of this free form plan means that spaces
can be easily adapted giving the Wang
AAC the freedom to change and grow as
its and the University's needs change.
The 'quiet side' will contain the
theatre, auditorium, large lecture rooms,
and a combined art gallery and museum.
The 200 seat theatre has a retractable glass rear wall so that in any season
the natural environment of its courtyard
garden extends the stage for performances
of dance, music and drama. Adjacent to
the theatre is a state of the art auditorium
and multi-purpose room with its own
courtyard garden.
A two part art gallery/museum
with lily ponds rounds- out the fine arts facilities. Rather than a small permanent collection it will contain ever-changing exhibits from all over the world. In addition, every corridor is intentionally generous to 'extend' the art gallery throughout the entire Wang AAC.
Above the gallery are two large
lecture rooms. They, along with the other
computer facilities in the Center, will unite
Asia and America into a "virtual university." Real time video teleconferencing
will allow courses and conferences to be
held on both continents simultaneously.
See the article "Cutting Edge" for a better
picture of the high tech capabilities of the
Wang AAC.
The twenty exterior garden courtyards will each represent an Asian country. Including a large pool and footbridge,
they will be connected by a trellised walkway and some will be enclosed for climate
control. Open air courtyards are spread
throughout the complex to give a natural
vista and provide balance between open
and enclosed spaces. There is also an
amphitheatre for outdoor performances
and protests. The gardens will be perfect
photo backdrops for the weddings already
being planned.
Future additions have already
been designed and their foundations are
being laid during the initial construction
phase. What began as a 25,000 sq. foot
building more than doubled with the addition of a lower level and increase in
floors, and with the additions will enlarge
again into an integrated complex of buildings. Departments and programs on campus are already vying with each other to
try to convince the University that they
also belong in the Wang AAC.
Charles Wang did not want to
construct classrooms or faculty office
fiefdoms for any one program or department. He wanted a bridge between Asia
and America and Asian Americans and the
majority culture and other minorities that
would be used by everyone. As he has
consistently said, "it is only through understanding each other that we will break
down the barriers that divide us."
Plan on watching the New Year's
Eve fireworks extravaganza as one century ends and a new one begins at the
Charles B. Wang Asian American Center.
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Above: Charles Wang agrees to fund the AAC. Jerome Liang,
GarMar, Wang, Nobel Physicist C. N. Yang, Dong-Ping Wang,
Menghua Zhang, Wu-tseng Weng; 20 April 96
Right: P H. Tuan shows the old model to students.
Below: P H. Tuan, members of his design team, andAAC staff.

Cutting Edge Technology in the Wang Center

I

By Jung S. Lee
: This system's key technology lies
he converses with his students on campus at
"Information technology will play their terminals. Magnify that concept gloin a system called "CODEC" (COder/
an importantrole in-making the Asian Ameri- bally and you have a multi-point connection
DECoder), which compresses the audio and
can Center the hub of an emerging virtual between experts in 'Beida' and 'the Brook.' visual signals into digital data and.then deuniversity. I want the Center to be a model and all points in-between.
compresses them at the other end. With the
of how information technology can be apVideo teleconferencing (VTC) in right equipment and personnel the process
plied in the service of education."
the Asian American Center will, as Charles is as simple as turning it on and making a
With those words Charles Wang
Wang said, "allow professors and students phone call..
described what the AAC will-be.- the most in Stony Brook and -in Asia to conveniently
VTC explores another way in
cutting-edge, state of the art, high tech fa- interact and freely exchange ideas in real- .which people can learn and open their horicility in the country.
time, regardless of their physical location."' zons. With audio and computer conferencing
'But what -do'es-:'-that mean? With- Real time? According to Gary van.: :it formsthe basis for a multimedia environout being overly specific since today's specs Sise, Director of Javits and USB's resident ment. :Research has shown that learning.
.could be outdated in the two years it will take expert provider, "real time will make it feel from these new technologies is as effective
.to build.the AAC, here's one scenario ofwhat like a personal contact." It creates a social
as traditional-methods. In fact, it can be more
will happen .and how.
presence that resembles face-to-face meet- effective because a mix of media and:multiThe center will be empowered by ings and classes and enables participants to media appeal to a variety of learning styles.
This article is too brief to describe .
a technology called "distance learning" or see the facial expressions and physical de"distance education." This will allow: Stony meanor of participants at remote sites. When all. the possibilities but a hypothetical exBrook to expand its boundaries far beyond you can see and hear the person you are talkample can explain how the Wang AAC "will..
the brick buildings on campus.
ing to on a television monitor,. they respond. make possible .the- exchange of-ideas about..
According to AMS Prof. Yuefen as though you were in the same- room to-'l East/West approaches to medicine, science,
::
Deng, "'distancelearning will be a necessity ;*.gether/-.. ^;' : |^
.e.
:'busin ess,- engineering-:L andw many" Qth
~~~~~j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l:
is.-An, in eraotie". fields!
able to ac04-:i-0-..-l-autshell.VT.C.
:'It
will as correct the miataken'Uilm..
in the future." Professors.will
-cess and.utiliz.e a wide variety:. ofavailable' .real'.time. audio/visual. meeting
that 'takes:'. .-p!;ression: .that. the AAC will :-onlyi deal-'with.-.
:America.: :: :.'.'-electronic resources tostrengthen the impact- -.placethrough high-spedtelephone lines- and.. things''about Asia or Asian
00
..
.. E
::;-.nSuppos:e
ec. Thev -se resosures.-ican. '.lsates
:of what-ithey teach.
llite: between individuals or groups at
there's a j pint conference..:'
the
spread
of
AIDSS.,:'
America
on
:
-in:Asia:and
asa-..access-.
.range from .something as simple.
physipally separated locatio ns. To.. parti l
ingua videotape at.the Melville library, .or:as D
npate.
this -operation one needs a'video cap,. Would some. aspects of it deal with Asia?.-. Of
Prof. Deng does, to using a video camera on- ;ture board (encoder/decoder),;video camera, g-.course:.tanysuch conference would. hav
'
his computer to have eye ,to eye Xcontact while microphone, audio hardware, and software..- .deal with more. than half the world's; p
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lation. Next suppose the conference is on....
the genetic make-up of the AIDS virus. Is
the AIDS virus different in Shanghai. than. it
is in Stony Brook? No. So the conference
would not have to be 'about Asia' at all, but
those attending the conference in the AAC
would, in Charles Wang's words, learn some-:
thing about Asia and Asian America .'just by
-: -.' -::
-being in the building." . 'One of Stony Brook's ,drivingforces for distance. learning is. Prof.:idTeng
in the School of Engineering,. :Hbelieves.,
that Idistance learning, or the distance ess.,::
lea1ring classroom is the future of modern':
universities.i The'Wang Center will be a major step in allowing Stony Brook students
and conference participants to be able: to,
learn from and learn with instructors and stu-:.i
dents in Asia, and allowing Asian. students...
to learn from and learn with instructors. and:,.:,:::,::.
:students in America, that would:never have..-'.
been possible before. .:;:;:l:.; : ; .. .Wan
:-y-'-:;
th¢-i(:Charl
:XThis::'makes-::f.-:::.:f;,-.
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in Computer Science, the center will have
many valuable resources that I will be able
As a junior, I'm glad there will be
to use. The fact that Mr. Wang, CEO of Coma place for people who share similar backputer Associates, is funding the building
grounds to meet. I probably won't be there
means that all of the latest new technology
when the new center opens so I am not gohe plans to put on there can serve tohelp my
ing to benefit directly, but I hope the center
personal academic needs. However, since
will not only provide the tools to get ahead
virtually every person on this campus uses a
but will also provide a warm atmosphere for
computer and the Internet, and they will be
students. With this center no Asian student
used even moreland more in the future, the
should ever feel out of place, both socially
center will be a place for everyone to go to,
and emotionally.
not just Computer Science majors.
I am an immigrant and when I enAside from academics, the new
tered this university in the fail of '96, I felt
center will be a nice place to go to relax.
isolated because I had no way of meeting
After a long day of classes or an exam the
other Thai students. Since becoming incenter will have a soothing atmosphere that
volved with the Asian American Center, I
can be enjoyed by many. With the proposed
formed TSA, the Thai Student Association.
gardens and artwork that will be displayed
Now students of Thai descent can be known
inside the building, people-can relieve their
to each other, we can help out new students
stresses and learn about Asian culture durcoming to Stony Brook, and we can be an
ing their stay. Even if you just want to use
active part of the whole Asian American
the center on your free time, it can only bencommunity.
efit you by learning more about Asians and
One of the best things about the
Asian Americans. Understanding other
Wang Center will be the gardens. They
peoples cultures helps you better understand
will- connect all of the countries of Asia.
your own.
They are supposed to be designed to proOverall, I believe that many nonvide a similar atmosphere to most of the
Asians will feel ostracized from the new
Asian countries. There will be different
Asian American Center at first until they unA Home For All
gardens in the Center including Chinese,
derstand its purpose. However, when they
The new Asian American Center is
Filipino, Indian, Indonesian, Japanese,
see all of the advantages the new center will
Korean, Thai, Vietnamese, and many a'facility that is surely going to benefit our have to offer they will warm up to the cenmore, both indoors and out. /These gar- campus and our community. To many people ter and use it as a valuable addition to our
dens will help everyone feel like they're the name Asian American Center is one that campus.
sounds intimidating to people of other ethin their native countries.
:Gary Newmarn
I was told that Dr. Preston, the Vice nic backgrounds. However, the new center
Graduate
a
From
A
Word
President of Student Affairs, said that the one is not going to be a place just for Asian stuYou don't know what it's like. Evthing he receives the most requests for from dents- to enjoy but rather a place for every
have to speak to a white person
we
time
ery
advanfull
take
to
campus
of
this
member
Asian students is gardens. I can understand
Asian-students try to take Asian
out.
freak
we
.
"
tage
of.
why. Not only will they be beautiful, they
though they know those proeven
professors
- -Being- from a -Caucasian backwill be helpful because they will be a place
because they think those
harder
are
fessors
Wang's
Mr.
of
heard
first'
Iwhere people can go to relax. To me, the ground, when
more understanding of
be
will
professors
Asian
new
a
towards
donation
'generous
gardens will be a stress reliever,
Do you think we
problems.
language
was
their
of
think
I'
could
all
Center,
American
Sawanee Khongsawatwaja
just beprofessors
hard
to
take
having
like
only
that this was a place'wiere Asians and
Open Your Mifid
Asians would go. After. learning more about cause our English isn't so good?
As a graduating senior and (hopeI like chemistry but lots of my
thebilding and its promises of being a techfully!) future alumni, I'm glad there is a ,-i
thvCrmnle n/iliririvj
CCIarC~
fnric.nAl have mairrc thpv hate. Thev tpake sci1;n"-1 .i,.,Yow·place for students to learn more about Asian
American culture. ' As an Asian American,
I've been ignorant about the rich heritage we
have here in the U.S.A. -Taking a philosophy course concerning Asian American issues has helped to open my mind to the difficulties past generations of Asian Americans
had to undergo in order to give us the. life
we enjoy today. With that in mind, it is my
hope that this center will be- a place where
all students can come together to learn about
Asian Americans anid themselves in t"he proter can be a great source of different ideas
about different ethnic groups.
Most of the Asian families are
struggling hard to survive and do not have
enough time for their kids. As a result, lots
of the Asian American new generation don't
know how to speak in their native language.
This kind of situation-creates a language barrier between the parents and children and the
children become more detached from their
parents,
The Center can have language
classes for different ethnic groups and admit some students as tutors, who are foreign
students and need jobs. In this case, the center can serve a good opportunity for the foreign students in terms of getting jobs. On
the other hand, those students who are not
good in English can also get help from the
other students who are fluent in English. In
a word, the center can be a meeting place
for different groups of peoples.
At the end, I like to say that we are
really very lucky to have such a center which
would be a place to call home where nobody
will look at me as just a person of a minority group.
FarhanaMamun

To Be Part of a Whole

.
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.,i-

*

;
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,Michael

- One Drop Rule
In this country people are classified by
certain characteristics and not others. An example
is the one-drop rule. If you have one ounce of
Black blood then you are considered Black in
this country. I look Black, but I am also Chinese
and Indian. My mother's father is Chinese and
my father's mother is Indian. This does not seem
to be taken into consideration as I am still looked
upon as being Black. I feel alienated from Indian and Chinese because society tells me that is
not who I am. I know little about Asian or Indian history and culture because I have little access to the information or people who can teach
me.
I feel that the Asian American Center
that is being built at Stony Brook'will foster an
environment of camaraderie. It is a place that
anyone can go to learn about Asian' history and
culture. It helps people to better understand
Asians and Asian descendants by learning about
their culture. How many people out there know
that a Chinese man helped to finance the building of the ever-famous railroads? Information
like this can help people who are not of Asian
descent see that Asians have played an active role
in the formation of this country. The Asian
American Center gives one the opportunity to
learn these things withotit being in a class setting, which may not appeal to everyone.
In life we sometimes have to look past
what is actually being presented.
see
race and
Wang is not constructing a building for 'his'
people; he is building a building that will foster
a coming together of people to learn about Asian
and Asian American history and culture. Race is
not the issue, education is.

*-

:-:

writing in them. We want to learn English
better but the University only has English
courses and no one wants to take them because it will screw up their GPA's. Can you
imagine spending the rest of your life doing
something you hate? The University needs
to have classes to help us without making us
look like we're not smart people.
William-Kwok at 1997 USB Graduation
Alumni, currently working with Dupont Merck

L. Racehi

|t - --More Than--Minority
- i|The Asian American Center is a:
:inS tony Brooks
dream of the Asian stdendts
students are expectUnivity.-Different
ing dil'fteitd so-facc-oaa1p't.i ments from"
resthld
-"thisqen-i`
e ot`hils center. Then we
-membpulrp-os~s
can move to a successful destiny.
- - -To me, this centershould be a rep-,
reseintative of the Asian c0u1lture to o'ur;new
generation, as well a's to thie western peoples.
We, the students who live here from early
childhood, don't know enough about our
own culture. As an Asian American I think
it is shameful for us, moreover, that we dont
give some -opportunities- to- non-Asians to
know us from our point of view. This cen-

Student contributors to this Statesman supplement:
Yonette Hercules, Sawanee Khongsawatwaja, Han
Su Kim, Jung Lee, Farhana Mamun, Gary Newman,
Michael Racelis, and Tee Lek Ying. '// AAC Bridge,
Harriman / Physics Bridge, 2nd Fl.-516-632-9530;
fax: 632-7522, cell: 317-0661 // email:
http://
aac@pro.msrc.sunysb.edu // web:
a'ac.msrc.sunysb.edu // Asian American Journal
(aaj@ic.sunysb.edu),-Asian American Student Lead-

__

l
mated Perspectives (antme@ic.), Asian American'
Fellowship (jslee@ic.),,;Asian Student Alliance
(asa@ic.), Cathbolic Comm. of Korean Students
(ccks@ic.), Chinese Association at S. B. (casb@ic.),
Chinese Christian Fellowship (ccf@ic), Chinese Students and Scholars (sbcssa@ic.), Club India
(ci@ic.), Dim Sum (casb@ic.), Hindu Student Associationi(hhpatel@ic), Indian Christian Fellowship

nese Student Society (jssgic.),'-Korean Christian
Fellowship (kcf@ic.), Korean Student Association
(kasa@ic.), Muslim Students Association
(msagic.), Nu Alpha Phi Fraternity (tchung@ic.),
Philippine United Student Organization (puso@ic.),
Pi Delta Psi (pdp ic:), Thai Students Association
(tsa@ic.), Vietnamese Student Association
(vsaic.).

American clubs and contributorsto this
supplement. Left to right: Kenny, Rachna
Pathak, Trintin Tran, Yonette Hercules,
FarhanaMamun, Gary Newman, Alvin
Gregorio,Sawanee Khongsawatwaja,Jung
Soo Lee, Michael Racelis, Kenichi Sagara,
Mari Pagliughi.

All text and images are provided by the Asian American Center. The Statesman takes no responsibility for this supplement's content.
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Author Signing

"Just the Weigh You Are"
February 4,1998- 4pm
Join Steven Jonas, MD
A Stony Brook Faculty member for
a brief informative talk on

"How to be Fit and Healthy...
Whatever Your Size. 9
Tasty but Healthy Refreshments to be served.

University Bookstore
.

.".

Frank Melville Library Building

I

·-;;

and the
Seawolves RULE!

·

·

Friday NightFilm: La. Confidential
Friday, February 6 at 9:30 p.m. Rated R
: Starring:KevinSpacey, Kim Basinger, and Kurt Russell
Tickets: $4/$3 seniors and students

A lexftwiStill- Flute TnamupuralA lumniz ConCe

Stony Brook Students and StaffSpecial
&0 t ioong s69
lEnjoy
0': : 0any
:-

(SuperSubs not included)

'

: FREE'sal
veggieor
turkey breast
_
cannot be combined

_
_
_
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::I:
_
_

_:

w/any other coupon or offer.

Exp 1/31/98

:

.--S.D- ;

.;.

---

| Invite a friend to lunch! I Buy6"9sub & .2 med drinks,
1.
-

-

L:~ _~
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1:~~~-~
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can not be combined with any

|other coupon, or offer.

J

|

Exp 1/31/98

18 Woods Corner Road
Setauket
(Make a Right at theComer of 25A & Nicholl's Road)
I

751-1444

Friday February q6 at:8:00 p.m.

:t

-:or any 6" for $1.99 withl.D. (mustsh wLD.)

1t-

With oer a dozen CDs in herfcredit. Aleai
a Stony Brook gra duate, makes her
professioial-return to the Staller Center.
Accor6panied by Stony BrookAlumni,
:pianistisaBergman.
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Opera-a la Carte --The Mikado
Saturday, February 7 at 3:00 & 8:00p. m.
Back by popular demand!
British Gilbert and Sullivan specialist
Richard Sheldon and his Opera a la Carte
stage aVbrisk, brightand witty production of
The Mikado. Sponsored by Key Bank
.
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For more information, call the Staller Center Box Office
at 632-7230 or order on-line 24 hours at
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Includes:

Includes:

Round-trip Airfare
Airport/hotel transfers
7 nights hotel accommodations
Hotel taxes and gratuities
_STS Party Package*

Round-trip Airfare
Airport/hotel transfers
7 nights hotel accommodations
Hotel taxes and gratuities
STS Party Package*
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CALL OR STOP INTO AUSTIN TmVEL IN LIBRARY PLAZA TO
PLAN THE VACATION OF A LIFEIME!

O
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*Prices based on 4 people to a room. *Featuring exclusive parties at the most popularclubs, daily activities, optional side

I

excursions, and discounts to nightclubs, shopping and restaurants. Prices do not include departure taxes and fees.
units.
a $25/person refundable security deposit due with final payment. Add $20/person for kitchenette
FLORIDA ONLY:
'

There are answers. just ask. www.plannedparenthood.org
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All Month Long...
*SAVE 10% on Hair Care and Make-up Items
*Specials on many selected food items

Register at Seawolves Market for a
:$500 University Bookstore Gift
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Certificate, good for any softgoods
:
or novelty purchase
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EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Th-eNA-TlA^

8IM-8TXCAM

'FOR
J"-'-' ''
PoIrkffoelfn Viloag

;

RENT
a

_ '2 bhooms,

pstudy
PoGRAMfers-you '. unique
stuio'$500. Wialkta.
S.
'$tAsoetc'ien
for a semester or an academic-year at another-US
-Avaiable mmediate4.73-249.
the-unty.;ive
stu
s:
:other-pru
Centereach 10 minsto SUNY. Studio, private
another university. Meet people from all
on~apu
U-:t
entrance,- fill kitc.hen $450. Nice qu-ite
Help.- Experience. necessary.. .ApplyIn .persoi- -acrossiheXJSA.Exp'erienceadiffeentultuilting.
588-2121lo''
Monday - Thursday after 3.pm at the Park Bench, 'Tak coursestowar yurStony Broiok d'egree.
d
school o'rpost-.gradu'atoe
" oppo~rtuttiergradaute
- 1095 Rte 25A, Stony Brook. - TRAVEL- · I· .
·'
employment! LAST CHANCE INFORMATION
Free T-Shirt'+ $1,000
SESSION: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, SAC RM. Spring Break '98 Get Going!!!Credit.Card fundraisers for fraternities,
:
,_"
312 1-2'PM
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Foida.- Group
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can
Discounts & Free Drink Parties! Sell 5 & go free!
_______ SERVICE&__
raise up to $1,000 by earning a whopping $5.00/
-Book Now!!! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234-7007
Fax Service: $.50pperopage (includingcoer sheet). Call
VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
http://www.endlessummertours.com ..
632-6480 or come down to Room 057in the Stony Brook
Qualified
................... . .......................
.................
..........T-Shirt.
.........................Free
......... callers-receive
::
1
.0
..' ' :' .: " Spring Break'98 Get Going!!!
Union. ;. . * u - - *-*-*..^.- .:" * - : '0
-*
...................
;.... , . , .:
............................................
..........
........
Assist in caring for elderly woman. Flexible hrs. Union.
Panama City beachfront hotels from $99! 7 nights
-days/evenings/nights/weekends. S. Setauket,
Landscape Designer/ Gardener, annual.& -perennial
beachfront, daily free drink parties,; free cover
Call 212-465-2543
10 minute by car SB
design, seasonal displays installation & maintenance.
.. ........................................................................
.................................
; .. ..... ..... ..............................................................................................................
atbest bars! Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-234-7007
Specializing in Earth-friendly organic methods,
www.endlessummertours.com
faculty.
and
Summer positions for students
Victorian/'English/ Cottage designs, 765-2788.
Swimminihg Instructors: Lifeguard/WSI.
FOR SALE
BIRD SPECIAL'
E..
Sports'Instructors: Soccer, Basketball, :.
-SUMMER '98 :
EU'
ROPE
of
mountains,
.:Top
of
Iad.
acres
5
r-Catskillountains
Baseball, Tennis, Gymnastics, Aerobics..
Dep's - $329 R/T.
Northeast
No
sell!
Must
surveyed.
and
secluded
wooded,
level,
Nur'sing- RN, EMT, LPN. Teachers: Drama,
message.
leave
$199 R/T Florida $79.-0/W
666-8107,
refused.
Caribb/Mexico
offer
reasonable
Dance, .Music, Arts, Crafts, Science,'Computers,
0/W Call 212-864-2000;0
Rico
$99
Puerto
Nature,:Farming & Gardening. Top salary. Please
A/C,
AM/FMwell'
Convertible,
Cabriolet
1984
VW
http://www.airhitch.org
call for :appointment. The Laurel Hill School,
maintained, new tires, brakes, rotors. Great value, $600, ..............................
.................
.......................
. ............................
.............................
......................................
...................................................
E. Setauket. (516) 751-1154.
289-9194.
. . . . . :.. . . ;. .; i. . . . . . . ...............
SPRING BREAK - Cancun and Nassau. from
Earn $750-$15$00/ week. Raise all the money
$399 Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Oryour student group needs by sponsoring a VISA --1995 PlymouthVoyager SE. Cruise, power mirrors, tilt ganize small group - earn FREE' trips plus comFundraiser on your campus. No investment &. steering, 7 passenger 3.3 6-cylinder engine, 80K
missions! Call 1-800QSpringBreak, 1-800-777-4642
verylittle time needed. There's no obligation,so 'highway miles mint condition. $9,500 call 666-8107.
for information:today.
-notcall
W
.ADOPTION
Call1-800-323-8454. x 95.
:with minivan or station wagon for light
Parttime
delivery. -Will work with school hours.
Call Joe 473-3623,12noon to 7pm, except Tues.

Kind fate may answer yourpraers and ours. Yu
-created the life, we couldn't. Is'the child'you're'
carrying waiting for us? We promise your newborn a
bright and loving future. Mary andRon.
1-888-219-7837, toll free..

Flexible hours
in caring.for elderly woman.
Assist
..
.er
A.
days/eves./nights/weekends.S. Setauket, 10min.
by car SB'212-465-2543
0:

Q^^HA

O

Gt something tosay-a-bout to Brook? :
Seeking writers for opinion page of campus
N' experience'i
newspaper.' Must e'articulAte.
bleassistant
necessary. Also seeking very responsie
editors for editorial page'. all Gina or Peter at:

SINGERS WANTED

Harbormen's Chorus, 30+ member four-part
nrcappella-group affiliated w/ SPEBSQSA, Inc.,
:Barb-ershop .Singers, is auditioning new male
basses & top tenors) tofill 10-voices'.(especially
-632-6479-fodeif ailsfi
15 chorus positions for late spring metro area:
___OPEN HOUSE
chorus competition & our Spring Concert. If you
exchoir
-Wed., Feb 4 starting at 12:30, find out about join-'
:have:professional, HS, college, or church
perience, auditions will be held Mondays, Feb' 16 ing the staff of 'the paper you are reading'now!
'& 23 @ 8pm, The Unitarian Church, Nicolls Rd, FREE FOOD, room 057, Union lower level.
N. of Rt. 347. 563- 7123 days, 589-2589.eves.-.
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8 FUTONS
Contemporary
Home Furnishings--

:
.FREE DELIVERY
UP.T. 10MILES
-.
*FUTONS PILLOWS
:
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*BEAN'BAGS ' *DINETTE SETS
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P
ething.is too extreme for words, it's -tolthe Nth degree./And that's the
hnology you'll experience at.Raytheon.

ft

has formed

a new technological superpower- Raytheon Systems
composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon .Electronic
laytheon E-Systems, Raytheon Tl -Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
,aytheon Systems Company is driving techno'logy to the limit. And
ng for engineers who want to push the envelope.. Break new ground.
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n. you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
I take :itlto the Nth. We'll .be visiting your campus soon. Contact-your
ement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website
jobs.comrn. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume
mnStaffing, P.O. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265. We have
ng opportunities available and we would like to talk to you. .
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For years, the Seawolves tennis
team has tried to earn respect 'from
the rest of the sports world in USB.
The previous seasons have all been
the same.- The team has had more
ups and downs than the elevators at
the Health Sciences Center.. The
1996-97 season was a one way trip
to the penthouse.
With the addition of players such
as Daniel Antonius, Jo Seidinger,
Tae Byon, and Dae Kim the .starting
lineup had transcended large bounds.
The magnificent seven of last year's
team ripped through the season
finishing with a record of 15-3 in
Division II. They also captured the
NECC Championships, while Daniel
Antonious went to Memphis for the
nationals. Last year was also the
first time the team ever went down
south to play at Hilton Head, S.C.
This is where most of the big
Midwest and northeast teams come
to compete against each other. Stony
Brook faired quite well winning four
out of-their five scheduled matches,
and at the same time showed the
tennis world that Stony Brook means
business.
During the whole season, -the
Seawolves had only three losses.
These losses were mainly due to the
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(team co-captain) and Tae Byon,
fact that these other teams are known
Last year Antonious
respectively.
to- stack- (placing 'higher seeded
wonthe:'Rolex,
Championship, as
players at lower. positio'ns). The
,as
,the
.NECC
-and finished as
-well
Seawolves- first match was against
one
of
the
top
10
national
players in
the DivisionvI:team, Hofstra.
singles
II
tennis.
His-final
Division
Though not the greatest:team in the
season
was
14-2.
record
for
the
world, they have a lot of experience
The No. 3 position is now filled
playing indoors. As.luck would have
by
-Ph i ipp e D ou yo n.
It was
it, on the day of the match the sky.
who
held
held
by
Dae
Kim,
formerly
was over cast and the match was-held
record
on
the
team
the
best
singles
indoors, resulting in players with
last- year. He had won all his
almost zeroplaying time getting
matched except one. For personal
crushed. Tabibnia says -"This-year we
reasons he has decided not to join
will surely beat Hofstra because we
will be playing them after our trip the team thisyear. Tabibnia says
"Philippe is an all-court playertwho
to Hilton Head. We will also have
indoor tennis practice about three attacks often. He-has a chance of
times a week." Last year, the team moving up into the No. 2 spot, and
is very coachable. He is way, ahead
rarely played indoors.
of all the other freshman in
The. other two losses were to
experience. He was also ranked in
Nebraska-Kearney, a .mid-west
the top twenty in the east for many'
college, which the team played at
Hilton Head and the University of years in-different divisions. He is
an experienced indoor and outdoor
Charleton, to whom the Seawolves
player, and will be a great-asset-to
lost to in the first round of the
the team."
regionals in Millersville.Charles Greenhut, the other
The team lineup for this year has
team co-captain, has moved up two
changed quite a bit. The Seawolves
spots from his position last 'year
have rookies this year-that match and
in some cases- surpass last year's when he was the 6th -man on the
level of players. haThe position for team. .Tabibnia says "Chuck, has
the No. 1 and-No. 2 are-held by the brought up his level of play so that
he can play at No. 4. -He is
destructive double team partners,
who had a record of 17-0 last season physically out of shape right now
and will have to.train hard before the
at #1 doubles, Daniel Antonious
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beginning of the season."
Due to intense competition, the
No. 5 -and No. 6 spots will be rotated
between former co-captain Otto
Kreal,- Shelton Assomou, Seheui Jo
and Arman Halajian. The allocation
of these two spots will depend on
each players performance.
"Arman has impressed me this
year. He has great double with
Chuck in the ECAC's, and he had
some good win in Rolex. He has a
calm and easy going game and is able
to win matches at [his] position of
five or six," says Tabibnia.
"Seheui Jo," says Tabibnia, "has
great, serves, but is too' erratic and
inconsistent. 'He also needs more
footwork so that he can be a little
more consistent on the baseline."
Tabib'nia als o believes -Jo I'acks
experience.
"Kyle Warner is a great athlete
who has good hands from the base
line. This freshman from Riverhead
has had a tournament experience and
played No. 1 singles for his high
school team. [But] .he- needs to
become a little stronger physically in
order to develop fully as a college
player." Tabibnia says.
Tabibnia believes that the team may
be able to pull off another' NECC
championship, despite the tough schedule
ahead for them this season.. O
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Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep tools available. From videos to
virtual reality practice tests, to software and on line services, nobody offers you more
ways to practice. Kaplan's dynamic teachers will show you the proven skills
and test-taking methods that help you get a higher score.
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In preparation for theApril MCAT:
MCH 804 starts Saturday, February 7, 1998

In preparation for the June LSAT:
LSH 805 starts Sunday, March 1, 1998
LSH 806 starts Tuesday, April 14, 1998
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GRE classes start with REH 802 on Saturday, February 7, 1998
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GMAT classes start with GMH 804 on Monday, February 2, 1998
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Space is limited, so call to reserve your seat today.
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E-mail: info@kaplan.com
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America Online: keyword "kaplan
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World Wide Web: http://www.kaplan.com
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